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SCHELL FSM3000H GOLF FRONT MOUNTED ROTARY MOWING DECK

THE ULTIMATE FINISHING MOWER
DECK
Working width 3 m, split into 1.80m / 2.40 m / 3 m
Doublewall design in the approach area, radial design
5 individually suspended mowing bowls, each 60 cm wide, that adjust perfectly to uneven terrain thanks to a flexible rear
and front suspension
CUTTERS
Number: 5, with hardened blades, 200mm long
Each cutter is individually hydraulically powered
Counterrotating directions
Rear ejection with wide dispersion
Floating extension wings can be moved up/down by approx. 12 cm
Automatic start/stop of the outer wings when lowered or raised
Pendulum wheels with safety tyres, breakdownproof
Height adjustment in 7.5mm steps from 25mm to 100mm without tools using 6 adjusting forks
Antiscalp plates below the cutters act as crash bumper
6 supporting rollers in the mower housing and at the front in the middle as antiscalping rollers
Attachment and removal by catch hooks, and quickaction locking device
Spring suspension in the supporting arms
Mower is able to be tilted by 90 degrees for cleaning and maintenance purposes
FRONT THREE POINT AFRAME QUICK COUPLE SYSTEM
Cat.2 with two floating lift arms, with protection system to pick up FrontRotary mower
HYDRAULIC DOUBLE POWERUNIT
Rear 3pl Hitch, Cat.1 and Cat. 2 mounting
PTO speed 540 rpm, double pump system, dual circuit with a circulation 65 L / min. at 220 bar, relief valves for both circuits.
Hydraulic oil tank with 80 litre capacity, double filter system, oil cooler with electric fan, protection guard and PTO shaft
HOSELINE SET
For mounting on the tool carrier machine.
Hydraulic hose kit and hydraulic quick couplers for easy fitting, fits most tractor applications.
This advanced cutting system allows the operator to work out front of the machine reducing the stresses on the operator's neck and
shoulders. The individual cutting decks (5) allow the deck to glide over undulating ground without the disadvantage of scalping the
ground surface. The individual hydraulic deck drives means that there are no belts, this means less down time and less
maintenance.
This cutter deck has been a display model for a couple of years and has never been run. It's time to move it on, so I can offer this
ultimate cutting system at a greatly reduced price. Please note that this is a new old stock clearance with 12 months warranty to
the lucky purchaser.

SCHELL FSM3000HG
Front 3PL "A" frame quick mounting
Twin Pump Power Pack
Hose Kit

RRP

$37,300.00

Special Stock Pricing

$19,500.00 incl. GST

ONE ONLY AT THIS PRICE  DON'T MISS OUT
Contact StockerCrew for further information.
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Maintenance, Tool Carrier Tractors,
Front PTO & 3 Point Lifters for
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Our primary regard is quality; an
element essential to the long term
success of our competitive position,
reputation and customer satisfaction.
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